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Ghostly Tales to Entertain Visitors at Ancient Indian Midden in Old Fort Pierce

Halloween Golf Tournament to benefit Main Street Fort Pierce

by Debra Magrann

By Pam Gillette

Hunting for a little excitement this Hallows’ een or
“We check everything from measuring the temcare to conjure up a good fright? Well, if you’re on the
perature of a building to constantly monitoring the
prowl for Great Cesar’s Ghost, you may have an opporweather, especially in older buildings where there is
tunity to make contact right here in Fort Pierce. The
lots of wood,” said Tamara Dourney.
GRIM Society is holding a free event for the public on
Using science, the group researches paranormal posFriday, October 29. Tours begin at 7:30, 8:30 and 9:30
sibilities thorough data tracking and good old knowp.m. The Halloween History and Ghost Hunt, sponsored Downtown Fort Pierce and the surround- how. They tirelessly explore these mysteries with the
by the St. Lucie County Historical Society, promises to ing area are full of history and haunts. tenacity of Sherlock Holmes, often finding probable
Photo by Dottie Nelson
be a chilling experience. Meet up at Old Fort Park on
cause for the unexplained. And not unlike TV’s celebthe outskirts of downtown Fort Pierce to hear tales around the ancient rity ghost hunters, who for the most part are skeptics, TGS uses techburial mound of the Ais Indians and hike the site of what used to be a nology and social media to their advantage in seeking the truth.
military installation built to supply the army during the Second SemiTheir Facebook page clearly defines their business standards. “We use exnole War. The stories come directly from General Sherman’s memoirs. tensive historical research to debunk rumors and shed some light on the urban
The number of participants is not limited — only parking spaces — so legends that give rise to ghost stories. Then we use an array of equipment and
the public is advised to carpool.
witness accounts to collect data to determine if the events are paranormal.”
What is The G.R.I.M. Society? The anagram means: Ghostly ReFrom the website: “In every society there are tales of the exceptional
search and Investigation of the Metaphysical. Founded in 2007, James and the unexplained. The GRIM Society seeks to find reasons behind
and Tamara Dourney of Fort Pierce conduct ethical paranormal in- these phenomena, to approach the occurrence from a scientific standvestigations. Their research is extensive and they labor long to learn point and to further the exploration of the shadowy lands just beyond
about historic locales, often uncovering mysteries, hoaxes and legends our reach.” And as the Dourneys most often learn, the truth is much
along the way. They spend so much time at the library that they could more interesting than fiction.
invest in their own private microfiche machine. Operating with a set
An RSVP for the tour is an absolute must because parking passes will be
of strict protocols, the Dourneys are very thorough. Never ones to issued as there are only 12 spaces at Old Fort Park. The first 50 participants
perpetrate half-truths or anecdotes, they are very methodical: they receive a “goody bag’’ loaded with information, a compass and a flashlight.
operate high-tech equipment set to calibrated specifications and they For more details or to become a sponsor, please contact thegrimsociety@
clean and test all equipment for each use.
gmail.com or call 801-0177. E-mail: info@thegrimsociety.com.

The ghosts and goblins are diligently raking the sand traps,
cutting the grass and preparing new greens for the second annual
Halloween Golf Tournament to benefit Main Street Fort Pierce.
Join us for a haunting good time on Saturday, October 30, at
Fairwinds golf course. Our ghastly golf committee is looking
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for brave golfers and spooky sponsors
ready to enjoy a great event while supporting a great cause … Main Street
Fort Pierce.
Be one of the first teams to play
on the newly reconstructed greens at
Fairwinds golf course. The cost of
the each player is $75.00 or $300.00
per team. Your entry fee will include a continental breakfast, a
round of golf, lunch and raffle prizes. If you want more there is
golf cart poker, a 50/50, and a silent auction.
Seacoast National Bank is a “Haunting Host” sponsor.
More sponsorship opportunities are still available and tombstones will be set up around the course ready to add your business name as a tee or green sponsor.
Call the Main Street Fort Pierce office at 466-3880 to sign up
your team or be a sponsor for the Halloween Golf Tournament.

